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Some background...
- TIB is an emerging research institute, 

- high topic diversity

- lots of grey publicatins

- No sufficient single data sources for any kind of data (ORCID, citation databases 

like Dimensions, open access repository  etc.)

- A system for research administration:

- Yearly report 

- Reporting to Leibniz Association

- A system for researchers:

- showcasing research

- enabling discovery of TIB’s research output



Prerequisite: 
Advanced Role 
Management
➔ need for more sophisticated / 

specialized roles

➔ one of the ...

Four Horsemen 

of the 

VIVOcalypse!



Publications
➔ High diversity of researchers with some well-known problems regarding citation 

database coverage

◆ non-english publications

◆ high diversity of subjects, including publications from social sciences and humanities

◆ publications without DOI / Pubmed-ID

➔ TIB makes use of the self-editor role 

➔ DOI and Pubmed ID claiming tool

➔ Publication editor group -> notification and import workflows and responsibilities 

distributed across several departments



Publication editor group
Group consists of members of Publication Service, Controlling, and Open Science Lab

Workflow

1. Self-reporting by authors in VIVO or internal wiki

- import of all publications in VIVO

- if author profile(s) exists, publication will be connected to it

2. First approval (part of professional publication activity, no violence of laws etc.)

3. Revision and enrichment (e.g. peer review and open access status)

4. Curation of either imported via DOI or otherwise ingested metadata by librarians 

-> TIB-affiliation, publication date, class, authors and editors, publication venue 

etc.

5. Completion / correction of metadata in the GUI or in OpenRefine Project

6. Publication has status “Validated” and can be considered for reporting   



Example of KDSF-driven enrichment



- Import of publications with DOI or PubMed ID by researchers

- “Suggested works” show publications where one author matches the self-editors label

DOI and Pubmed ID Claiming (Self-Editor)







Data management with OpenRefine
➔ OpenRefine - an open source spreadsheet tool for data management 

➔ Normalizing, filtering, cleaning, transforming data 

➔ Fetching data from other Web sources by means of URI / URL

➔ RDF-Extension -> Use of ontologies and alignment to VIVO data model

➔ Reconciliation to VIVO and other data sources, e. g. lobid GND data

➔ GREL (General Refine Expression Language) -> allows definition of special 

conditions and rules for each column 

➔ Data export -> various formats (CSV, TSV, Excel, RDF, etc.)  

➔ Installation on server -> collaborative data management and automatization of 

workflows

 

http://openrefine.org/


Data management with OpenRefine



Data management with OpenRefine



Projects and Third Party Funding
➔ Concept of grants vs projects

➔ German funding specialities -> extension with additional categories, e.g. project 

call (Förderlinie)

➔ Special rights and roles in VIVO -> research project editor

➔ Data source at the TIB - a collaboratively edited Excel sheet

➔ A uniform, standardized input of information for further script operations is 

required  :

◆ Names of funders, organisational units, project calls, etc.

◆ Dates

◆ Unique internal IDs serve as a basis for URIs in VIVO

➔ Python libraries:

◆ csvkit

◆ VIVOPump 

◆ VIVO-rdflib-sparqlstore 

https://csvkit.readthedocs.io/en/1.0.3/tutorial/1_getting_started.html
https://github.com/mconlon17/vivo-pump
https://github.com/lawlesst/vivo-rdflib-sparqlstore


Projects and Third Party Funding - Workflow
1. Inserting project information by responsible staff members (e. g. research project 

leads) in Excel Sheet

2. Extraction and filtering of the required information, conversion into csv with 

Python library csvkit

3. Normalizing headers, merging data, assigning URIs with own python scripts

4. Conversion csv into rdf, aligning to the VIVO data model by means of 

VIVOPump

5. Automatized ingest and update of project data in VIVO by means of 

VIVO-rdflib-sparqlstore

6. Data check in VIVO by research project editors

7. Changes (except for deletion of a project) in the Excel sheet



Our (simplified ) CRIS landscape

Projects (with 
funding info)

Works
(AV, code, 
datasets, 

publications)

Education / 
Thesis etc.

VIVO(s)
Research 
Analytics

(administration)

Reporting
(funders)

Reuse
(ORKG, 

OpenAIRE, 
Open Citations, 
regional CRIS

…)

Profiles
(Public / 

Scientists)

KDSF

CERIF or 
whatever 
is needed

KDSF / 
selfmade

VIVO

Scientometric 
information

Conference 
information



Is VIVO a CRIS, a RIMS or something else at TIB?
- VIVO at TIB  is not used on top of a monolithic (Sebastian 

Herwig) CRIS system.

- But is it a system with current information about research? 

Yes.

- Is it a system for research information management? 

Yes.



What about research analytics?
➔ common task of CRIS

➔ another Horseman of the VIVOcalypse!

➔ Visualizations in customized dashboards

◆ Presentation by Qazi Asim Ijaz Ahmad:

“Curated Data Visualization and Reporting 

from VIVO” 

Friday, 11 AM, Crystal Ball B 

➔ Reporting via Vitro Query Tool

◆ Presentation by Graham Triggs:

“A Library of Queries and Reports - 

introducing the Vitro Query Tool” 

Friday, 15:30, Crystal Ball A

➔ Reference implementation for Open 

Scientometric Indicators (Poster)



More information?
Thanks for your attention! :-)

Let’s talk now… 

… or in the breaks!

(Tatiana & Christian)https://vivo.tib.eu/fis 

https://vivo.tib.eu/fis
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